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Twenty-eight
coupledobservations
of flow,transport,
andbedsurface
grainsizedistribution
were
madein a laboratory
flumeusinga widerangeof flowsanda sediment
with a very poorlysorted,
bimodalgrainsizedistribution.
Theseobservations
permitthe transportrates of individualsize
fractions
to be scaledby theproportion
of eachsizeimmediately
available
for transporton the bed
surface.The keyto ourobservations
is theuseof a sediment
in whicheachsizefractionhasbeen

painted
a different
color,whichpermits
reliable,
repeatable,
andnondestructive
measurement
ofthe
bedsurface
grainsizedistribution
fromphotographs
ofthebedsurface.
At a givenflow,thefractional
transport
ratesmaybedivided
intotwoparts:a finer-grained
portion
withinwhichfractional
transport
ratesare a functiononlyof theirproportion
on the bedsurfaceandtotal transportrate, and a
coarser-grained
portion
forwhichfractional
transport
ratesalsodepend
ontheproportion
ofindividual

grains
withina fraction
thatremain
essentially
immobile
throughout
theexperimental
run.Wedefine
thelattercondition
asoneof partialtransport
andobserve
thatthegrainsizeseparating
partialand
fullymobilized
transport
consistently
increases
withflowstrength.
Complete
mobilization
of a size
fractionoccurs
atroughly
twicetheshearstress
necessary
forincipient
motionof thatfraction.Zones
of partialandfull mobilityarequitedistinct
whenfractional
transport
ratesare scaledby thebed
surface
grainsizedistribution,
although
a region
of partialtransport
is evidentwhenthesedataand
otherexperimental
andfieldobservations
arescaled
bythebulkgrainsizedistribution
ofthesediment

bed. Criticalshearstresses
for the incipientmotionof individualfractionsin our experimental
sediment
varyoveranorderofmagnitude,
a resultstrongly
in contrast
to manyearlierobservations,
but consistentwith our observations
of incipientmotionin sedimentswith bimodalgrain size
distributions.

transport
data.We presentheremanycoupledobservations
of flow, transport,and bed surfacesize distributionfrom a

INTRODUCTION

It is well establishedthat the transport of mixed-size series of flume runs at different flow strengths. The key to

sediments
by runningwater leadsto the development
of a our observations is the use of an unusual sediment bed in
bedsurfacethat has a grain size distributiondifferentthan which each size fraction has been painted a different color.
that of the sediment bed. The transport observedat any This permitsreliable,repeatable,and nondestructive
meainstant
is a functionof the grain sizesimmediatelyavailable surement of the bed surface grain size distribution from
fortransporton the bed surface.Generally,however,the photographs
of the bed surface.Becauseour bed surface
onlyknownsizedistributionis thatof somelargervolumeof observationsand direct scaling of transport with the bed
thesediment
bed. The transportis relatedto thisbulk grain surface texture are substantially different from previous
sizedistribution
onlythroughthe surfacesortingthatthebed work, we provide some emphasisin this paper on the
undergoes
as it adjuststo the imposedflow and transport methods used, our assessment of their accuracy and repeatfields.
Comparisons
amongtransportobservations
at differ- ability, and the degreeto which our conclusionsdependon
entsites,or at differenttimesat the samelocation,require
the particular observationswe make.
someaccounting
for these adjustments,
which are often
Becausethe measurementswe can make with the painted
complex
and poorlyunderstood.The absenceof directly sedimentare unlikely to be widely replicated, we attempt in
correlatedobservationsof transportand bed surfacesize
this paper to organizeour resultsin a fashionthat may be
distribution
presentsa fundamental
obstacleto theunambig- readilygeneralized.To do this, we find it usefulto definetwo
u0usevaluationof the physicalprocesses
inherentin any set thresholdsfor bed load transport. One is the familiar critical
oftransport
observations
andprecludesthe availabilityof a shearstress•'cifor incipientmotion of fraction i. Operationgeneral
and consistentset of transportdata againstwhich ally, such a threshold cannot be measured precisely and is
generaltheory may be tested.

replaced by the shear stress that produces a very small

A directapproachto this problemcan be achievedby reference transport rate. The second threshold has not been

correlating
individual observationsof fractionaltransport previouslydefined.It lies above the initial-motion threshold
and, taken together with rci, definesa region within which
thetransportis entrained.The bedsurfacesizedistribution the transport rates for some (coarser) fractions are substanisconsiderably
moredifficultto measureaccurately
thanthe tially smaller than the transport rates of other (smaller)
transportand has been the limitingfactor preventingthe
fractions.We define this condition as partial transport and

rateswith the size distribution of the bed surfacefrom which

development
of a generalandconsistent
setof surface-basedproposethat the diminished transport rates occur because
Copyright
1993by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
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only a portion of the grains in partially mobilized fractions
are entrainedwith any measurablefrequency(as opposedto
the competing hypothesis that all grains in these fractions
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move with a much smaller average frequency). For combinationsof bed shear stressand grain size that fall abovethe

upperthreshold,the proportionsof eachfractionin transport
and on the bed surface are comparable,and we term this
regionfully mobilizedtransport,suggesting
that all of the
grainsin fully mobilizedfractionsare entrainedregularly.
The importanceof recognizingand defininga regionof
partial transportlies in the fact that the fractionaltransport
rates in sucha regionwill dependon the proportionof each
fraction that is mobile. In the fully mobilized region, the total

proportionof each fraction on the bed surfacedetermines
the fractionaltransportrates;in the partialtransportregion,
I
',
',
the proportionof surfacegrainsthat are mobilemustalsobe
0.25
0.5
I
2
4
8
16
32
64
GRAIN SIZE (ram)
known. Becausepartial transportdependson the proportion
of grains available for transport on the bed surface, the
Fig. 1. Histogramof the grainsizeof the bulk "bedof many
surface-basedtransport observationswe make here allow a colors" (BOMC) mixture. The color of each l/2•b size fractionis
clear definitionof the domain of partial and completemobility for our experimental sediment.
The partial transportconceptis inextricablylinked to the
operational configurationof the transport system. In the
experimentsreported on here, both sedimentand water are
recirculated until the transport reaches a steady state. In
such a system, the upstream sedimentinput is determined
entirely by the grains entrained within the flume. Any size
fractions that are inherently less mobile will have a correspondingdiminishedpresencein the sedimentinput. Partial
transport results from differences in grain mobility; by
maintaining a diminished input of less mobile sizes, a recirculatingflumepermits a partial transportconditionto exist at
steady state. In a later paper, we will presentthe resultsof
experiments currently under way in which the same sediment mixture is fed at a constant rate into the upstream end
of the flume. Under sediment feed conditions, sizes with a
lower mobility become increasingly represented on the bed
surface until their transport rate matches the feed rate at
steady state [Parl•er and Klingetnan, 1982; Parker and
Sutherland, 1990; Wilcock and Southard, 1989]. In the feed
case, the steady state bed surfacesize distributionis entirely
determined by the flow and the upstream sediment input and
is independentof the initial sedimentbed. The proportionof
each fraction on the bed surface depends directly on its
proportion in transport: A condition of partial transport
cannot be maintained under steady state sediment feed
conditions (G. Parker and P. R. Wilcock, Sediment feed and
recirculating flumes: A fundamental difference, submittedto
Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, 1992). In a recirculating
flume, the upstream sediment boundary condition is a dependent variable, and the steady state bed surface texture
depends on both the inherent mobility of different sizes and
the initial sediment bed. A condition

FOR SURFACE-BASED

TRANSPORT OBSERVATIONS

The inherent

difference

between

fractionaltransportrates as a function of flow strength.Each
experimentuses the same sediment mixture and rangeof
flows over which fractional transport rates are measured.In
general, a different combination of bed surface textureand
fractional transport rates can develop in each flume at a
given flow. (We have observed this to be the case with the
sediment discussed in this paper.) If, for a given flow, the
fractional transport rates differ between the two flumes,but
are scaled by the proportion of that fraction in the bulk
mixture (which is the same in both cases), the resultsof the
two experimental programs must be in conflict. To be
consistently compared, the fractional transport rates mustbe
scaled by the grain size distribution of the bed surfacefrom
which the transport is entrained. This example makesuseof
the different operational controls of laboratory flumesto
directly illustrate the problems inherent in using a size
distribution

other

than the bed surface

to scale fractional

transport rates. The problem is not unique to flumes,however, but occurs whenever the bed surface is sortedrelative
to the bulk sediment mixture, whether in field or flume.

A previous effort has been made to develop a surfacebasedfractionaltransportmodel [Parker, 1990].Thiswork
was basedon the transport observationsmade by Milhous
[1973] on Oak Creek, Oregon. In developingthe model,
Parker inverted an empirical fractional transportmodelto
predict the bed surfacesize distributionfrom the transport.
The work presentedhere is designedto providedirect
observations
of transportand bed surfacesizedistribution
for a range of flows.

in which some fractions

on the bed surface are partially immobile can be maintained
under steady state recirculating transport.
MOTIVATION

given within the histogram bar.

sediment feed and sedi-

ment recirculating flumes provides a useful example that
illustratesthe importanceof scalingfractionaltransportrates
with the grain size distribution of the bed surface rather than
the bulk sediment. Considertwo parallel experiments,one in
a sediment recirculating flume and the other in a sediment
feed flume. Both experiments are designed to measure

METHODS

Sediment

The experimentalsedimentwas preparedby sieving
roughly3200kg of sourcesediments
into 14different
size
fractions
to make2000kgof experimental
sediment
ranging
in sizefrom 0.21 to 64 mm. Standard1/2•bsizefractions
were

usedto defineall fractionscoarserthan1.0mm;grains
inthe
0.5-1.0 mm rangewere combinedinto one fraction,aswere

all grainslessthan0.5 mm. Beforerecombining
thefractions,we paintedall grainsof eachsizefractiona different
color.The sizedistribution
and colorschemearegiven
in

Figure
1.Samples
ofeachcolorweresieved
todetermine
the
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TABLE
1. Mean
ofHydraulic
andTransport
Observations
forExperimental
Runs
andSummary
ofTransport
Sampling
Frequency
and Duration

No.

Water

Flow

Run

BOMC
14c
BOMC
7a
BOMC
14b
BOMC
7b
BOMC
7c
BOMC
1
BOMC
2
BOMC
6
BOMC
4
BOMC
5

Mean

Surface Flow

Total

Surface

Transport

Depth, Slope, Velocity,Velocity,Bed
Shear Rate,
cm

%

cms--

cms--

Stress,
Pa

11.1
11.0
10.9
11.1
10.5
12.0
11.2

0.059
0.088
0.091
0.111
0.174
0.180
0.315

26
31
33
36
46
56
60

36
-.45
--58
70
80

0.42
0.59
0.69
0.80
1.33
1.73
2.47

9.6
9.4
8.8

0.685
0.765
1.62

82
87
108

108
111
149

4.67
5.02
7.27

gm-• s-l

Total

of

Duration

of

Coupled

Transport Sampling,

Flow,
Transport,

min

and Bed
Surface
Observations

0.0023
0.033
0.039
0.095
0.43
5.8
7.1

Fine
Fractions

Coarse
Fractions

(<•16 mm)

(->16 mm)

180
40
45
60
75
8
103
3
189
108

"'
"'
"'
"'
'"
'"
"'
135
424
174

I
I
I
2
2
4
6
2
5
4

125
157
572

efficiency
of the sievingand painting.The meanpercentof

for all segmentsof a particular run. Also given in Table 1 are

eachcolor falling within the prescribed size fraction was
95%,with all fractions having at least 91% of each color
fallingwithin the prescribed size fraction. The size distribu-

transport sampling in each run.

tionofthissedimentmatchesone currentlybeingusedin a
larger-scale
flumeexperimenton downstream
sizesortingat
theSaintAnthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory.The size
distribution
was selectedto be broadly representativeof

the number of bed surface observations

and the duration of

The experimentswere conductedin a tilting laboratory
flume with clear sidewalls. The channel is 60 cm wide with a

workinglength of 790 cm. A 120-cmartificially roughened
bedwasinstalledupstreamof the workingsectionto develop
the boundary layer before the flow encounters the loose

common
size distributionsin naturalgravel bed streamsand

sedimentbed. Downstream of the working section is a
to providea sufficientlywide range of grain sizes that 120-cm-long,full-width sedimenttrap (Figure 2). Water and
downstream
sortingcouldbe observedon a laboratoryscale sedimentwere recirculated separately. Most of the water
[Paolaet al., 1992].
passedwith no overfall over the sedimenttrap into a tailbox
Themeanspecificgravityof all sizefractionswas2.61;the andthenthroughtwo centrifugalpumpsand a 20-cmpipe to
maximum
deviation from this mean was 5%. The 4.0-8.0 mm the upstreamend of the flume. A small portion of the water
sizefractionscontainsomechalkylimestoneclasts,which discharge
andmostof the sedimentfiner than 16mm passed
lowers
the mean density for these fractionsto 2.49. The through the sediment trap and were recirculated with an
clasts
between
8.0 and32 mmcontaina largerproportion
of air-drivendiaphragmpump througha 5-cm plastichose to
mafic
minerals
andhavea meanspecific
gravityin therange the flumeheadbox.Coarsergrainswere caughton a 16-mm
2.69-2.73.
screeninsidethe sedimenttrap and manuallyreturnedto the
Although
anextraordinary
effortwasinvolved
in produc- flumeheadboxat periodsrangingfrom I to 5 min,depending

ingthisexperimental
sediment,
unique
measurement
opportunities
were made possibleby the effort. Of the most

on transport rate.

Sedimenttransportwas sampledwith three differentmeth-

significance
to thispaperis thatwe canmeasure
thegrain
sizedistribution
of the bedsurface
usingpointcountson
photographs
of the bed, whichprovidesa reliableand
Main
Manual
,r.......•:>
return
forsediment
D > 16mm
water ,
. ,
'
statistically
tractable
estimateof thebedsurface
grainsize
distribution.
Because
each1/2qb
fractionis a different
color,
I
ISedimen.t..•]
•-•'6'-m'rn
...................
' ......
""
.......
•ain sizecanbe positivelyidentified
fromphotographs, '•
I
I
thereby
avoiding
thebiasrelatedto partialgrainburialand
I I
I
I ••
Sediment
Tailbox
grain
orientation
thathashampered
previous
attempts
touse
II
I
sampling
Line
photographs
to determine
bedgrainsizedistribution
[AdI •
I
II
[
I Sampling
ams,1979;Churchet al., 1987].Photographic
sampling
is

also
nondestructive,
sowecould
sample
thebedmany
times
over
thecourse
of a runandmeasure
progressive
changes
in
thebedsurfacetexture.

Transport
andHydraulic
Measurements
Wediscuss
here10experimental
runscovering
a range
in

....

L..............
I ...... II.

Direct sediment

•11

..fu nnel
II

•

recirculation
• Sediment]
line
•]••• Sediment
return
g

pump

•

!.....

shear
stress
from0.42to7.3Paanda range
intransport
rate Fig. 2. Schematicillustration of the downstreamend of the
Grainsfinerthan16
from
0.002
to 570g m-• s-]. Wereport
on28coupledflumeandthe sedimentsamplingarrangements.
mmaresampled
ona 0.2l-mmscreenlocatedin thesampling
funnel
observations
offlow,bedsurface
grain
sizedistribution,
and and
arerecirculated
via the sediment
pump.Grainscoarserthan16
fractional
transport
rate.Thebasic
hydraulic
andtransport
mmarecaughtona screenin the sediment
trapandarerecirculated

observations
aregivenin Table1.These
values
aremeansmanually.
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ods, a result of the separaterecirculationpaths of the fine veryclose
tothose
ofBOMC1andBOMC6. Thefractional
and coarse grains and the competing requirementsthat we transport
ratesforrunsBOMC1andBOMC6 areconsistent
minimize disturbanceof the transportduringa run while also with,
butnoisier
than,those
forruns
BOMC
2andBOMC
4,
collectingenoughsamplesto adequatelymeasurethe trans- andthe resultsfromthe latterrunsare usedmoreextenport rates. Grains finer than 16 mm (which composedthe sively in this paper.
entire sedimentload for all but three runs) were sampledby
Theelevation
of thewaterandbedsurfaces
during
arun
diverting the sediment slurry from the trap to an open hose weremeasured
with acoustic
transducers.
Discharge
was
and directing the discharge onto a 0.18-ram sieve placed measured
witha Venturimeteronthewaterreturn
pipe.
insidea 100-L samplingfunnel (Figure 2). All of the sediment Discharge
in the sediment
recirculation
linewasnearly
was retained on the sieve, while the water was returned to

the sedimentrecirculation systemthrougha hose at the base
of the funnel. This systemallowsthe transportto be sampled
over a wide range of periods, dependingon the transport
rate. In the experimentsreported here, the samplingvaried
from catchingall of the transportover 60-min periodsat the

constantand alwaysa smallfractionof the mainwater
discharge.Mean flow velocitywas determined
fromthe
discharge,
the meanflow depth,andflumewidth.Surface
velocitywasmeasured
by timingthetravelof surface
tracers
over a 5 m distance.Plasticbottle capswith a thickness
of

1.5 cm anda diameterof 3 cm wereusedastracersbecause

lowesttransport
rateof 0.0023g m-• s-• to sampling
eight theywerefoundto floatfully submerged
withtheupperside
out of every 60 secondsat the highesttransportrate of 570 g
m

just at the water surface.The meanof the five fastesttimes
out of 10 observationswas used to determinethe surface
Because the total transport rate varies over a much velocityfor a particularrun segment.Tracer trackswithin10

-1

s

-1

.

broader range than the transportsize distribution,the sampling period necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of the
total transport rate is much longer than that needed to
determine the transport size distribution. The total duration
of samplingfor each run is given in Table 1. During most of
the sample period, only the total volume of transported
sediment was measured, and the sample was then returned
to the recirculation line throughthe samplingfunnel within a
period of 30 s. This procedurepermits measurementof the
total transport rate with negligibledisruptionof the ongoing
transport equilibrium. To determine the grain size of the
transport and the conversionfrom volumetric to masstrans-

cm of the wall were discarded.

The bed shearstresswas estimatedusingthe dragpartitionmodelof Einstein[1950],in whicha flowhydraulic
radiusR' corresponding
to the skin frictionis computed
iteratively from a Keulegan-typeprofile:

(gR'S)•/2 •

18Zo

where U is mean channel velocity, g is the accelerationof
gravity, S is the water slope, K is yon Karman's constant,

taken hereto be 0.4, andz0 is a roughnesslengthcharacter-

port rate, samples collected immediately before the end of a
run segmentwere saved, dried, and sieved. These samples

isticofthesediment
bed.Thequantity(gR'S) •/2istheskin
frictioncomponent
ofthebedshearvelocity
u. = (to/p)•/2.

were returned

The bed roughness was calculated from the mean bed

to the flume before the run continued.

Frac-

tionaltransportratesare calculatedas qbi -- (Pi)qb, where surfacegrainsize distributionfor eachrun as z0 = D65/30,
P i is the proportionof eachfractionin transportandqb isthe where D 65is the grain size for which 65% of the distribution
is finer. Values of bed shearstressdeterminedusing(1)and
total transport rate.
The coarser sediment caughton the screenin the sediment the surfaceD 65were 10-30% smallerthan the totalbedshear
trap was sampledby countingthe numbersof grainsof each stress after the latter was corrected for wall effects [Vanoni
color. Typically, the number of the two or three coarsest and Brooks, 1957; Houjou et al., 1990]. Although the bed
fractions caught on the screen could be counted and re- forms observed in this sediment were long and low, slip

cordedduringthe cycle time set for manuallyrecirculating faces were observed in runs with bed form thicknesses
the coarsesediment.An importantadvantageof this manual sufficient to bury the largest grains on the bed surface.
recycling effort is that we could monitor the rare motion of

Equation(1) andthe bed surfaceD 65providea skinfriction

the coarsestgrains throughoutthe run, providinga longer
time seriesand more reliableestimateof their transportrate
(Table 1). Samples of the coarse-grainedtransportwere
savedwheneverthe finer sedimentsizeswere sampledand
saved. This samples were weighed and sieved to give a
number-to-massconversionfor the gravel counts.
At the highest flow strengths,a portion of the finest
fractions(predominantlysizessmallerthan 1.0 mm) would
overpass the sediment trap and enter the flume tailbox.
Although steps were taken to ensure that sedimentin the
tailbox was immediately recirculatedby the main water

estimate that shows a consistent variation with total bed

pumps,this portion of the transportwas unsampled.As
discussed
later in the paper, the undersampled
transport
ratesof thesefiner fractionsare evidentat highflows.Only
a limited amountof transportsamplingwas conductedfor
runs BOMC ! and BOMC 6. The purposeof run BOMC 6
was to supplement our observations of the bed forms that

shear stress, transport, and bed configurationfrom runto

run. It also provides a basis of comparisonwith other

mixed-sizesedimenttransportobservations[e.g., Wilcock
and Sourhard, 1988; Wilcock, 1992, 1993].

Bed Surface Grain Size Distribution

The grain size distribution of the bed surface was mea-

suredby projecting
photographs
of thebedontoa gridand
tallyingthe grain color (hence,size) fallingon thegrid
intersections.
Eachphotograph
covereda bedsection
with
dimensions of 20 cm in the cross-stream direction and28cm

in thedownstream
direction.
Individualgrainswereidentifiable for all fractions coarser than 0.5 mm. Grainssmaller
than 0.5 mm were all in the white size class. Two adjacent

photographs
provided
continuous
cross-stream
coverage
of

developwith this sediment.Two other runs (BOMC 2 and 40 cm. The remaining10 cm on each side of the flumewas
BOMC 4) wereconductedat flowsproducing
transportrates notphotographed.
Forthispaper,pointcounts
weremade
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5.0

ß

4.5
4.0

MeanIFi(A) - F.•B)I
i

_••

-- ß-- Run
2

variancein our F i observationsis proportionalto Fi. When
scaledby the mean of each replicate pair, the between-

• Run
4

replicate differences for most sizes are smaller than 25%.

•-e•

Run5

2.5

One exceptionis the 2.38-mm fraction, which has scaled
between-replicate
differencesas largeas 40%. This fraction
has a dark green color that may have been occasionally

2.0

mistaken for other dark colors. It is also the fraction with the

1.5

smallestproportion (2.6%) in the bulk mix.

3.5

3.0

We also comparedthe bulk grain size distributionto the

1.0 ,

mean surface size distribution

0.5
I
0.0

0.1

1.o

lO.O

of three beds that had been

thoroughlymixed, screeded, slowly wetted, and drained
(Figure 4). Although these screededbed surfacesare not
100.0

Grain Size (ram)

necessarily equivalent to either the bulk sediment mix or

eachother, the comparisondoes provide an absolutereferFig.3. Themeandifference
in theproportion
of eachgrainsize ence that could reveal sampling bias. The ratios of bed
onthebed surface(Fi) in replicatepoint countsof identicalbeds.

surfaceto bulkproportions
Fi/fi in Figure4 showa systemEach
point
represents
theaverage
between-replicate
difference
inFi aticdecreasewith grain size, which we attributeto selective
foreach
grainsizeandeachrun.Themeanwascalculated
using
the sortingduringthe bed preparationprocess.If one assumes,
absolute
valueof the differenceso that negativeand positive
of an obviouscompeting
mechanism,
that this
differences
wouldnot cancel. Replicatecountswere conductedon in theabsence
offset
gridssothatthe sameindividual
grainsweregenerally
not trend is monotonicin grain size, the scatter about a mean
counted.
Also shownis the meanbetween-replicate
differencefor trendsuggests
that orange,yellow, and pink grainsmay be
eachfraction,averagedover all 22 replicatepoint counts.The overcounted,and that white, black, green, and burgundy
difference
trackstheproportion
in eachgrainsizeclosely,
suggestgrainsare undercounted.
With the exceptionof the white
ingthatthevariance
in theestimate
ofF i isproportional
toF i.
grains,this is a trend of overcountingbrightercolorsand
undercounting
darker colors. The white grains could be
becausethey are unpaintedand some are
on14contiguous
photographscoveringa 40 x 196cm bed undercounted
area.Seventypointswere countedon eachphotograph,nearlyclear,so that underlyinggrainsmay showthrough.
providing
a grainsizesampleof 980points.Sucha large This possiblecolor-relatedbiasis of the orderof 10-30%,
to theerrorwe observein ourreplicate
number
of pointswasusedin orderto estimate
thepropor- whichiscomparable

tionFi ofeachsizefractiononthebedsurface.
Thesample counts.

Basedonboththereplicatepointcountsandthecomparof980pointsincludesat least25 pointsfor eachsizefraction
beds,we suggest
that a
in the bulk mix. The points were countedon two offset isonbetweenbulk and screeded

4-cm-square
grids.Thecross-stream
anddownstream
sepa- reasonableand conservative estimate of the error in measurF i - 0.1, the true
rationbetween
grid pointswas4 cm, andthe diagonal ingF i is +30% (e.g., for an observed
separation
between
gridpointswas2.8 cm.Thisspacing
is valueis likely to fall within 0.07 and 0.13). The actualerror
smaller.The possible
smaller
thanthelargest
sizeonthebed,butthefrequency
of in mostcasesshouldbe considerably
finding
a single
grainbeneath
morethanonegridpointwas errorin the F i valuesis reducedby usingthe meanof both
ts.
pically
lessthan1%.Theseoccurrences
of repeatcounts replicatesin the 22 casesfor which replicatecountsare
werealmostalwaysfor grainsthat were immobileover the

available.

course of the run.

Experimental Procedure

Accuracy
andConsistency
of BedSurfacePointCounts
Thegrid-by-number
methodused here to determinethe

Beforeeachrun,thebedwasthoroughly
mixedby hand

and screededflat in order to make the initial conditionsfor
bedsurfacegrainsize distribution
hasbeenshownto be all runs as consistentas possible.Each run consistedof

equivalent
tothevolume-by-weight
method
commonly
used multiple
segments;
a suiteof hydraulic
andtransport
mea-

inbulksampling
andsieveanalyses
[Kellerhals
andBray, surements
weremadeduringeachsegment,
including
water
1971;
Church
et al., 1987].It is notpossible
to preciselydischarge,surfacevelocity, water and bed surfaceeleva-

confirm
thisequivalence
for our sediment
because
we know tions,
volumetric
sampling
ofthefiner-grained
transport,
and

ofnoindependent
waytomeasure
thetruebedsurface
grain numerical
sampling
of thecoarser-grained
transport.
Immesizedistribution.
We can,however,
establish
theconsis-diately
beforeshutting
downtheflume,transport
samples

tency
ofourpointcounts
byusing
replicate
pointcounts
and weretakenandsavedfor sizeanalysis.
Thesesamples
can
bycomparing
themeansurface
sizedistributions
of three becorrelated
withthebedsurface
remaining
attheendofthe

manuallypreparedbeds to the bulk size distribution.To

run segment.The flume was then drained and the bed

evaluate
therepeatability
of thebedsurface
measurements,
surface
photographed.
Theflumewouldbefilledandanother
weconducted
replicate
countsof 980grainsfor22of the28 run segmentcommencedafter the sampleshad been sieved

bed
surface
samples.
Theaverage
oftheabsolute
value
of andreturnedto theupstreamendof the flume.Afterthe last
between-replicate
differences
(termed
A andB counts)
is runsegment
wascompleted,
thebedwascompletely
rehoplotted
foreach
grainsizeandruninFigure
3.Thediffer- mogenized
inpreparation
foranother
run.Table1givesthe
ences
tendto fall within2%, exceptfor thetwofractions number
ofrunsegments
withcoupled
observations
offlow,
smaller
than1mm,bothofwhich
havemuch
larger
propor-transport,and bed surfacegrain size distribution.
tions
inthebulkmix.Thebetween-replicate
differencesAlmostall of thetransport
samples
(including
all those

follow
thebulk
mixproportions
closely,
suggesting
thatthe usedbelowto determinethe meansizedistribution
of the
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Fig. 4. The meanproportionof eachsizefractionon the bed surface(Fi) for threeinitial sedimentbeds,scaledby
theproportionof eachfractionin the bulk mix (fi). The sizedistributions
were determinedfrom photographsof the bed
after it was manuallyhomogenizedand screededflat and the flume was slowly filled and then drained. The mean
distributionis calculatedusingthe arithmeticaverageof F i for the three individualbeds.

fill
transport)were collectedfor steadystateconditionsdefined coarsersizespermits the surface pores to progressively
by fluctuationsin transport rate and size distributionabout a with the sand. Also affecting the bed surface grain size
stable mean.
distributionis the organization of the sand into weak, diffuse
The procedure for runs BOMC 7 and BOMC 14 was stripes, such that more of the sand in motion occupies
a
slightlydifferent. The purposeof theseruns was to produce smallerproportion of the bed area. A similar decreaseinthe
very low transport rates to provide a means of estimating fine proportion on the bed surface with time has been
incipient motion of the finer fractions. Because these runs previously observed at low transport rates with a more
involved very little modification of the bed (most grains on narrowly sorted sediment [Wilcock and Sourhard, 1989].
the bed did not move), runs 7o, 7a, 7b, and 7c and runs 14o,
Although the bed coarsens with time in all of these
14b, and 14c were conducted with no remixing of the bed low-transportruns, it is always finer than the bulk mixture
between runs, although the bed surface grain size distribu- size distribution. The latter observation is related to the
tion was measured following each transport sample. In overallproportionof sandin the bulk mixture. In sediments
essence,these runs were conductedin a sequencesimilar to with a smaller proportion of sand and relatively openpore
the run segmentsin the other runs, except that the flow rate spaces,weak transportcan producethe samecoarsening
was changedbetween some of the segments.
over time we observe, but with the effect that most of the
RESULTS

Complex Interactions Between Bed Surface
Texture and Transport

sanddisappearsinto the pores and the bed surfacebecomes
coarserthan the bulk mix. In the BOMC sediment,gravel-

scaleporesare entirelyfilled with sand,so the degree
of
verticalsortingpossiblein the presenceof weaktransport
is
relatively limited.

The bed surface and transport of this mixture show a
complex, but consistent, variation with increasing flow
strength.At the lowest flows(BOMC 7 series),the transport
was composedalmost entirely of sand sizes (D < 2.0 mm).
Most of the bed surface was covered by immobile coarser
grains;portions of the sandfractionsbecameorganizedinto
irregular and diffuse flow-parallelstripes.The bed surface
grain size distributions of the BOMC 7 runs are shown in
Figure 5a. As flow increasesover this low-transportrange,

As flowstrengthincreases,
an increasing
proportion
ofthe
gravelfractionsare entrainedinto transportandlong,low
bedformsdevelop.The bodyof the bedformis primarily
composed
of sizessmallerthan 1.0 mm andhasa roughly
flow-perpendicular
crestand slipface.The bedformshave
the shapeand dimensions
of a long,low dune,withdune
lengthof the orderof 50-100cm, andduneheightof 1-2cm,
whichapproximatelycorresponds
to the maximumprotrusionof the coarsergrainsin the sediment.The bedforms

the bed coarsens relative to the initial bed. Most of the

tendtobeseparated
bya coarse
region
20-100cminlength.
Thebedformsreacha maximum
height
atflowscorresponding to our runsBOMC 4 and BOMC 6. At lowerflows
(BOMC1andBOMC2),thebedconfiguration
istransitional
between
theseorganized
bedformsandthesandy
streaks
characteristic
of verylowtransport
rates.At higher
flows
(BOMC5),thebedformspacing
increases
without
gaining
muchheight,
producing
a smaller
height-to-spacing
ratio.

change in bed surface size distribution occurs in the fractions
smaller than 1.0 rnm, which show a consistent decrease in
proportion with flow strength. We assumethat the relevant

mechanismis a gradualfilling of surfacepore spacesby the
fine sedimentsin motion. The initial screedingprocessdoes
not completely fill the pore spaces on the bed surface;
transport of the finer sizes in the absenceof motion of the
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form, and are reentrained as the bed form moves down-

stream and the grains are reexposed to the flow. The
exceptionsto this dunelike grain path are the very coarsest
grainsin motion, which often overpassseveral bed forms,
and a portion of the finest fraction, which moves over the
bed in suspension.
The averagebed surface grain size distributionsof runs

8O

•: •o
•x•

Bulk Bed

.....

BOMC 7o

(start-up)
20

----c----

BOMC 7b

-

BOMC 7c

=

BOMC 2, 6, 4, and 5 are presentedin Figure 5b alongwith
the bulk size distribution

0

0.1

1

Grain Size (turn)

lO

and the mean surface distribution

of the three start-up beds shown in Figure 4. The bed
lOO

surfacesof runs BOMC 2, 4, and 6 are coarserthan the initial
bed in the middle and larger percentiles, whereas the bed
surface of run BOMC 5 is finer throughout the grain size
distribution. In contrast to the runs at lower flows, the bed

surfacebecomesconsistently finer grained with increasing
flow strength. Because an increase in r causesthe entrainment of an increasingproportion of gravel grains, we pro8O
posea sand-miningmechanism:As a larger proportion of the
coarsegrainsare entrained, more fine sedimentis exposedto
the flow and made available for transport. In a closed
transport system such as our recirculating flume, the net
•
BOMC 2
• 40
effectof this sandmining is an increasein the sandavailable
•
BOMC 6
for transportand a decrease in the mean grain size of the
--e--•
BOMC 4
materialactively in transport. At the highestrun, BOMC 5,
----o----BOMC $
at least some of all sizes are in transport and a maximum
numberof coarsegrainsare entrained, thereby supplyingthe
1
lO
lOO
Grain Size (ram)
most sand to active transport of any of our runs and
producingthe finest bed surface.
Fig. 5. Cumulative grain size distributionsof the bed surface.
It is worth noting that the adjustmentbetween the transAllplotsare the averageof multiple measurements.(a) Runsat low port and bed surface grain size distributions can be very
transportrates: runs BOMC 70 (a start-up bed), BOMC 7b, and
differentif the flumeis operatedby feedingthe bulk sediment
BOMC7c. The bed progressivelycoarsenswith increasingbed
shearstress.(b) Runs at higher transport rates: runs BOMC 2, into the channel,rather than recirculatingthe transport, as
BOMC6, BOMC 4, and BOMC 5. The bed becomes
progressively done here. At low feed rates, the finer, more mobile sizes
finerwithincreasing
bedshearstress.The start-upsizedistribution wouldbe progressivelywinnowedfrom the bed, producinga
isthesameas the meaninitialbeddistribution
usedin Figure4.
bed surfacethat is significantlycoarser than the bulk mix. In
a feed system,the bed surface shouldbe coarsestat very low
transportrates and become progressivelyfiner with increasThesebed forms show a patternof grainsortingthat is ingtransportrate [Parker and Klingeman, 1982].In the limit
100

madeparticularlyclearby the coloringof the differentgrain of high transportrates, for which all sizes are fully mobisizes.
Mostof thebedformis composed
of thefinest(white) lized, the sizedistributionof both the transportand the bed

fraction.
Coarsersandgrains(orange
andblack)traverse
the
bedform in transient,spatiallyfluctuating,streaksand
deposit
at thedownstream
endof thebedform,'creating
a
small,
butdistinctlycolored,slipfaceof coarsesand.Gravel
clasts
moveassingle,isolated
grainsandrapidlytraverse
the
body
of thebedformwithoutstopping.
Thecoarsest
grains

man, 1982; Parker and Sutherland, 1990; Wilcock and
Southard, 1989; Witcock, 1992]. Differences between the
two systems appear at lower transport rates, for which
inherentdifferencesin grain mobility can producedifferent

in motion tend to traverse both the bed form and the

equilibrium
conditionsin responseto the differentboundary

surface should approach that of the bulk mix in either a

sedimentfeed or recirculatingsystem[Parker and Klinge-

intervening
coarsezone withoutstopping.Most of the conditionsfor the two laboratory systems.These differences
smaller
gravelclaststendto depositin theintervening
coarse reinforcethe importanceof scalingthe transportwith the
zonewithin50 cm of the duneslipface. The sizeselective bed surfacesize distribution:Transportobservationsscaled
trapping
of thesebedformsmayplay an importantrole in by thepopulationimmediatelyavailablefor transportshould

determining
the meantransport
ratesof individual
size be independentof the system boundary conditions.In confractions.
Wearepresently
investigating
thisprocess
inmore trast,transportscaledby a bulk sizedistributionwill depend
detail
using
videoimages
of thegrain-bed
forminteractions.on the system boundary conditions, because the relation
Thespatialsortingin thesebedformsis similarto the betweenthe bulk size distributionand the transport is
smooth
andcongested
zonesdescribedby !seyaand Ikeda mediatedby surfacesorting,whichis, in turn, controlledby

[1987]
andthebedloadsheets
described
by Whiting
et al.

the boundary conditions.

[1988].
Thesizeandshape
ofthese
bedforms
arealsosimilar
tothese
grain-scale
bedforms,aswellasto dunes
developed
atlowtransport
ratesin a morenarrowlysortedmixture Choiceof Spatialand TemporalRangesto Average
[Wi!cocl•
andSouthard,
1989].We notethatmostof the Spatiallyvaryingand downstreammigratingpatternsof
grains
traversing
thebedformeventually
stopmoving
within bed surface texture require careful consideration of the

50cmofthesand
crest,
become
buried
bytheadvancing
bed

appropriate spatial and temporal scales for surface-based
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transport observations.Different scales of space and time
may be defined for the purposesof determining surfacebasedtransportrates. At the most detailed scale, individual
samples of transport and the immediately adjacent bed
surfacetexture provide a nearly instantaneoussurface-based
transportobservation.Such observationsare likely to come
the closest to analytical transport models based on the
near-bed

flow structure

and a force balance

on individual

neousor variedoverspatialscalesmuchsmaller
thanthe
dimensions
of ourphotogrid,andall samples
wereused
in
determining
the meanfractionaltransportratesandbed
surfacetexture.At higherflows,thesemeanvalueswere
calculated
for combinations
of samples
that approximated
the averagearealproportions
of the differentbedsurface
facies.All sixsamples
werecombined
forBOMC2, andboth

BOMC6 samples
wereused.Onlythelastthreesamples

grains. When spatial sorting of the bed surface occurs, were usedfor eachof BOMC 4 and BOMC 5; the earlier
however, both practical and theoretical problemsmake such samples
wereneglected
because
thebedandtransport
were
sampling difficult. Often, areas of high transport migrate visibly differentfrom the stable steady state conditions
along the bed at a rate suchthat the bed changessignificantly developed later in the runs.
over the period needed to adequatelysamplethe transport
rate. A further problem with samplingat a nearly instantaFractional Transport Rates
neous time scale is that the dimensions of the bed surface

area contributing to the measuredtransport are difficult to
Themeanfractionaltransportratesfromall 10experimendefine. For example,if coarsegrainstravel greaterdistances tal runsare plottedas a functionof grainsizein Figure6a.
than the fine grains, the different sizes within a samplewill Thefractional
transport
ratesqbi arescaledby theproporhave been entrained from different areas of the bed. A final

problem, which is partly a consequenceof the first two
problems,is the large degreeof scattertypical of transport
observations.It is often necessaryto combinemany samples
in order to detect mean trends in the system.
Becauseof the inherent variability in both transport and
bed surfacetexture, there is utility in combiningindividual
transport/bed surface observationsinto a more stable average. If bed sorting occurs in clearly definable zones, or
facies, samplesfor thesezonesmay be combinedinto a time
average of the instantaneoustransport within each facies.
The appealof this approachis that it providessomecontrol
over the major source of variation in the transport field,

tion of eachfractionon the bed surfaceFl. Immediately
evidentin all runsis a systematicdecreasein transport
rate
with grainsize. A distinctbreak in slopeis evidentin mostof
the curves;the positionof this breakincreasesdirectlywith
the total transportrate. The transportratesof sizesfinerthan

thisbreakhavea relativelysmallvariationof qbi/Fi with
grain size, approachingsize independencein most cases.
Becausethe transportis scaled by the proportionof each
size present on the bed surface, a size independence
in
qbi/Fi indicatesthat the transportratesof the finer sizesare
entirely determinedby their proportion on the bed surface
and the total transport rate of the entire mixture. This zone
of size-invarianttransportincreasesto includelargersizes

while also permitting a more stable aggregatesampling with increasing
total transportrates.The decreasein qbi/F•
approach.To describethe overall transportfield, transport evidentfor the finer fractionsat the strongestflow (BOMC5)
observations from each facies must be combined with estiis a result, at least in part, of undersamplingthe transport
mates of the areal proportion and migration rate of each

facies.This requiresenoughsamplesthat the transportfield
over each facies is adequately described. The number of

sampleswe have collectedis not sufficientfor this, in part
becausethe size and shapeof each facieswere, although
consistentin a qualitative sense, often quite small and
variablefor the purposesof directmeasurement.
The problem of grainprovenanceassociated
with individualsamples
also holdsfor aggregatedfaciessamples.The finer grains
moving over the bed forms are largely entrainedfrom the
bed form surface,whereasthe coarsegrainsare entrained
from a larger area and often move from one bed form to the
next. It is difficult to definean appropriatearea for a bed

rate of those finer fractions that partly overpassedthe
sedimenttrap.
The fractional transport rates for each run span2 or 3
ordersof magnitude,andthe overall rangein transportforall
runsis greaterthan 6 ordersof magnitude,so that an errorin
determiningFi of the order of 25-30%, as suggested
by the
variability in our replicate point counts, would have a minor
effect on the patterns evident in Figure 6a.
The decreasein transport rate with grain size presentin
Figure 6a may be causedby several factors. Coarsergrains
may have a lower transport rate as a result of a lower mean
velocity or a smallerfrequency of entrainment.Visualobservationof the transport suggeststhat differencesin instantaneousgrainvelocity are not the likely explanationbecause

surfacetextureto scalethesefractionaltransportrates.
The broadestscalefor averagingsurface-based
transport coarsegrains,when in motion,typicallymoverapidlyand
observations
is one that is sufficientlylarge(largerthan one for great distances.The frequencyof grain movement
is
to severalsquaremetersfor a typical sandand gravelbed) more difficultto judge. Even a cursoryinspectionof the

andlong(severaltimestheperiodof anyobserved
transport transport reveals that on a numerical basis, far fewer coarse
fluctuations)
to accountfor the localvariabilityin the trans- grainsare in motionthanfinegrains.It is far moredifficult
to
portandbedsurfacetexture.Thisapproachis adoptedhere. judgedifferences
in movementfrequencyon a massbasis,
Althoughcombining
samples
at thisscaledoesnotpermita becausegrain mass increasesas the cube of grain size.
directdemonstration
of instantaneous
bedsurface-transport A relevantobservationwe can readily make withthe
interactions,both the bed andtransportat this scalecanbe BOMC sedimentis the proportionof grainsthat remain
unambiguouslydefined, and reasonablystable values of
mean bed surface and transport size distributionscan be

immobile over the duration of a run. Preliminary observa-

tionsforgrainscoarserthan8 mmin runBOMC2 (forwhich

obtained.Table1 givesthe durationof transport
sampling thecoarsest
sizecaptured
in thetransport
wasinthe5.6-8.0
andthe numberof coupledobservations
of flow,transport, mm sizeclass),showthat roughlyonethird of thegrains
andbed surfacegrainsizedistribution.
At lowerruns(runs between 8 and !6 mm remained immobile over a 28-hour
BOMC 1, 7, 14), the bed surfacewas relativelyhomoge- timeperiod,whereas
92-96%of grainsbetween16and32
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Fig. 6. Fractional transportrates qbi as a functionof grain size. (a) Here qbi (in units of gramsper meter per
second)is scaledby the meanproportionof eachfractionon the bed surface.Size independencein fractional transport
rates plots as a line parallel to the size axis. The decreasein fractionaltransportrates at larger sizes is attributed to
partialtransport.Large, opencirclesrepresentthe largestfully mobilizedgrainsizein eachrun (pi/Fi >' 1; seeFigure
9 for the mobilizationthresholdof all sizeswitha demonstrable
threshold).(b) Here qbi is scaledby the proportionof
each fraction in the bulk mix. The size independence
of fractionaltransportrates at finer sizes and the size break
betweenfully mobilized and partial transportare not as distinctin Figure 6b as in Figure 6a.

The largest fully mobilized grain size is marked with a
mmremained immobile and all grains coarser than 32 mm
remainedimmobile over the same time period. This suggests circle in Figure 6a. This is determined as the largest grain

that beyond a certain threshold grain size (which is a
functionof the mean flow strength), the entrainmentfrequencydecreasesso rapidly with grain size that it may be
usefulto extend the concept to include the proportionof
grainsin a fraction that never move (over a specifiedperiod
oftime),as well as the frequencyof entrainmentof grainsin
thatfractionthat are occasionallytransported.The entrainmentfrequencyof the coarser, partially mobile fractions
appearsto be bimodal, with a few grains (typically more

size for each run for which P i > Fl. There is a consistent
increasewith transport rate in the largest fully mobilized
grainsize and this grain size falls near the break in slopefor
each run. This suggeststhat for each grain size, a threshold
shear stress can be defined that separates a state of fully
mobilized transport from one of partially mobilized transport. This threshold is analogousto, and larger than, the
critical shear stress that defines the boundary between
motion and no motion.

This threshold

is estimated

for each

spherical
and restinghigheron the bed surface)entrained grainsizein the mixture and is discussedfurther below, after

frequently
andothers(typicallymorebladedor diskshaped the threshold for initial motion is developed.
Fractional transport rates scaled by the bulk mixture size
andlocatedlower within the bed) entrainedvery rarely or
notat all. We suggestthat the two-part fractionaltransport distributionqbi/fi are given in Figure 6b. Overall, these
patterns
in Figure6a occurbecauseall of thefinergrainsare fractional transport rates have a similar pattern to the

entrained
andtransportedat leastpart of the time,whereas surface-based rates, a result of the fact that the fractional
onlya portionof the coarsergrainsexposedon the bed transport rates vary (in a given run) over 2 orders of
surface
are ever entrained. These are the modesof transport magnitude or more, whereas the proportions in the bed
surface size distribution typically differ from the bulk size
wetermfully and partially mobilized.
Thefundamentalresultthat followsfrom thishypothesis
is distributionby a factor of 3 or less (Figure 5). The difference
thatthetransport
ratesof thefinersizesmaybedeterminedbetweenthe two parts of Figure 6 is greatest in runs with the
entirely
bytheirproportion
onthebedsurface
andbythetotal largestdifferencebetween the surface and bulk size distritransport
rateof the entiremixture(to whichthe entrainment butions (e.g., runs BOMC 2, 6, 4, and 5). For these fractions,
frequency
is correlated),
whereas
thetransport
ratesof the the important difference between Figures 6a and 6b is that
coarser
sizesmustbe determined
bytheirpresence
onthebed the thresholdgrain size between partial and full mobility is

surface,
thetotaltransport
rate,andtheproportion
ofindivid-

more distinct in the surface-based data and the subhorizontal

ualgrainsin thosefractionsthat are neverentrained.

fractional transport pattern in the fully mobilized fractions is
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Fig. 7. Surface-based
transportratesof eachfractionas a functionof %. Also shownis the referencetransport

relationW,*-= 0.002. Estimates
of 'rriare shownas shadedsymbolson the referencetransportline. Differentsize
fractionsare entrainedinto measurable
transportovernearlythe full rangeof shearstresses
usedin theseexperiments.
Large circlesrepresentan alternative,lower boundestimateof rri as the smallestfractionwith transportratesbelow
the referencelevel for particularruns. In casesfor which there was no measuredtransport,the minimumdetectable
transportrate is estimatedas the transportof one grain over the period of transportsampling.

more clearly evident in Figure 6a. Nonetheless, partial
transport is clearly evident in both plots. Surface-based
transport rates sharpen the definition of the two transport
modes and provide a more consistentboundarybetween the
two modesover the entire range of transport.
THRESHOLDS

Thresholdfor Incipient Motion

have similar fractional transport rates and much greater
sample periods (Table 1). Data from two runs with no
measuredbed surfacetexture have been addedto the figure
to provide additional coverage of gravel incipient motion.
These runs are intermediate between runs BOMC 2 and 4,
with •- = 3.2 and 3.5 Pa, respectively. The mean bed surface
distribution of runs BOMC

2 and 4 were used to scale these

fractional transport rates. Because the transport axis on

Figure 7 spans 6 orders of magnitude, whereas the bed
surface textures of runs BOMC 2 and 4 are similar (Figure
togetherwith the thresholdfor fully mobilizedtransport, 5b), the error involved in using an estimated bed surface
definesthe domainsof bed load transportof a mixed-size texture for transport observations at the intermediateflow
sediment. The initial-motion threshold, or critical shear strengthsis likely to be small. The fractional transportdata

The threshold for initial motion of individual fractions,

stressfor incipientmotionof individualfractionsrci, is
estimatedhere as the shearstressq'rithat producesa small,
referencetransportrate. This methodhasbeenusedpreviouslyto estimateincipientmotionconditionsfor a varietyof
mixed-sizesediments[Parkeret at., 1982b; Wilcock,1992].
Among the advantagesof this method are (1) it may be
measuredfor all fractions in a mixture regardlessof the

distribution
of •'ciwithinthe mixture,(2) it doesnotdepend
on samplingindividual,rare, largegrainsin transport(such
extreme values of the transport grain size distributionare
difficultto sampleaccurately),and (3) becauseit is basedon

are presentedin a dimensionalform in Figure 7 to directly
illustratethe variationin fractionaltransportratesfromsize
to size and to provide a better separationof the data. Also
shown in Figure 7 is the reference transport rate usedto
determinerri. This is given by [Parker et al., 1982b]

W*ri--

qbi(S- 1)g

F•t)•u,
• =0.002

(2)

wheres istheratiops/p,Pssediment
density,p fluiddensity,
g the acceleration
of gravity,andu. the bedshearvelocity.
a transport rate, it is on a consistentbasis with the threshold In the unitsof Figure7, thisrelationis qbi/Fi = 0.0104
betweenpartialtransportandfully mobiletransport.A more wherethetransport
is givenin gramspermeterpersecond,
completediscussionof the referencetransportmethod, the shearstressin pascals,anda sediment
densityof 2610
alongwith resultsfor othersediments,maybefoundin other kg/m3is used.
papers[Witcock,1988, 1993;Wilcockand $outhard, 1988].
It is evident
frombothFigures
6a and7 thattheonset
of
The fractionaltransportrates,scaledby the surfacegrain measurable
transport
for differentsizesoccursovernearly
size distribution,are presentedas a functionof bed shear thefull seventeen-fold
rangeof r0 usedin theseexperiments.
stressin Figure 7. The data for runs BOMC 1 and BOMC 6 It is alsoevidentthat the relationbetweenqbi/Fi andr0
have been omitted for clarity; runs BOMC 2 and BOMC 4 becomesprogressivelysteeperwith grain size, a phenome-
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Fig. 8. Estimatesof the referenceshearstressfor incipienttransportof each fraction determinedfrom the
intersection
of individualfractionaltransportcurveswith thereferencetransportline in Figure7. The valuesof rri and
the associated
error were estimatedby eye. The lowerboundestimateof rri is takenfrom the corresponding
large
circlesin Figure 7. The Shieldscurvefor incipientmotionof unisizesedimentis providedfor comparison.

nonpreviouslynotedfor other sediments[e.g., Diplas, 1987;

Because the form

of the relations

between

fractional

Kuhnle,1992]. Both of these factors make it difficult to use

transportrate and •'0 varies with grain size, and because
asingleqbi/Fi curveto estimaterri for all grainsizes,ashas there is inevitable scatter in these data, estimatesof •'ri and
beendonepreviously[Witcock, 1992].Instead, the approach the associatederror were determined by eye. Our estimates
usedhere is to interpolate, where possible, between trans- of the intersection between the trend of fractional transport
port values falling close to, and on either side of, the rates and the reference transport line are shown as shaded
referencetransport line. Fractions between 1.0 and 5.7 mm symbols(chosento approximate the shaperepresentingthe
havemeasured transport rates both above and below the associatedfraction) on the reference transport line. The fact
reference
line. All transportrates for the finesttwo fractions that the fitting involves some subjectivejudgment provided
wereabove the reference level, althoughthe smallesttranspart of the motivation for showing the basic fractional
portratewe measured
(0.0023g m-1 s-1) fell withinan transportrate data in Figure 7. We also made visual esti-

orderof magnitudeof the referenceline. The valueof rri for
thesetwo fractionswas determinedby extrapolatinga mean
trendfrom the four lowest measuredtransport rates to the
reference line.

matesof the minimumand maximum values Tri is likely to
take for each fraction, which are shown along with the Tri
estimatesin Figure 8. Inspection of Figures 7 and 8 suggests
that the true value of •'ri for any particular fraction is likely

Estimatingrri for the coarserfractionsinvolvedsome to be within a factor of 1.4 of the estimated value and that the
additional
consideration.Althoughwe havemeasuredfracrelative difference in •'ri from fraction to fraction (and,
tionaltransport rates above the reference value for all
therefore, the variation of rri with grain size) can be estifractions,
we had no measuredtransportratesbelow the
referencevalue for fractions coarser than 5.7 mm. We can,

however,
makeuse of the absenceof measuredtransportto

mated within a factor of 1.2. An approximate estimate of the

error in our rri estimates was made by fitting log straight

estimate
a maximumpossibletransportrate for a particular lines to the transport data falling within 2 orders of magnitude of the reference value. The mean value of the ratio of
fraction
andflow.Thiswasdoneby estimating
thesmallest
these
fitted estimatesto those given in Figures 7 and 8 was
transportrate we could reliably detect and assumingthe
close to one and the maximum difference was 10%.
actualtransportrate can be no larger. For the largerfracBecauseof the wide variation in •'ri, and because some
tions,
wetaketheminimumlimitof detectable
transport
rate
asonegrain over the entire period of transportsampling. fractions had measured transport rates for only one or two
TwosuchpointsareshownonFigure7. OneisforD = 13.5 runs, a secondestimateof the variation with grain size of •'ri
turn(r0 = 3.2 Pa; sampleperiod,240 min);the otheris for was made. If one assumesthat •'ri increaseswith grain size,
D = 38.1mm(r0 = 6.3Pa;sample
period,512min).In both as the general trend in the data suggests,the smallest grain
transportrates(W• < 0.002) for a
cases,
the detectionlimits are shownon Figure7 for only the sizewith subthreshold
smallest
grain size with no measuredtransport.Coarser given run providesa lower bound estimate of the sizejust at

fractions
wouldhavea largerlimitof detection
(because
a threshold conditions for that flow. These lower limit estisingle
grainof thelargersizehasmoremass),
sowemust matesare shownin Figure 7 as circles aroundthe appropriassume
that if the smallestgrain size with unmeasured ate data point. In four runs, the smallest subthreshold size

transport
hassubthreshold
transport
rates,all coarser
sizes has a measuredvalue of W•. In the two runs with the
mustalsohavesubthreshold
transportrates.

strongestflow, the smallest subthreshold size had no mea-
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100.0

sured transport and the limit of detectable transport is

/

shown.

Suspension
Transport
///

The two estimatesof rri are plotted as a function of grain
size in Figure 8. The two trends are quite similar, providing
some supportthat our estimatesof rri are reasonable.Also
shown in the figure is a least squares trend •'ri =

0.68(Di)0.55whichis fittedto thefractions
between
2.0and

/

45 mm. This curve also appearsto fit values of rri for D i =
0.32 mm and Di = 53 mm. The slope of this trend is
strikingly different from many previous observations obtained with the same reference transport method and a
variety of other sediments,in which exponentsin the range
0.1 to -0.1 are typical. The result is consistent,however,
with similar trends observed with strongly bimodal sediments [Wilcock, 1992]. Comparison of Tri values among
these sedimentssuggeststhat the degreeto which r• varies
with grain size dependson both the separationof the modes
and the proportion of the overall size distribution contained
in the modes [Wilcock, 1993].
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Fig. 9. Domainsof bedloadtransport
for the BOMCexperimentalsediment.The thresholdbetweenpartiallyandfullymobi-

The variation of •'ri with grain size is sufficientlystrong lizedtransport
isestimated
asthevalueof r0thatproduces
Pi = Fi
threshold
is takenfromFigure
that possibleerrors in estimatingTri (of the order of a factor for eachfraction.Theinitial-motion

8. Theinitial-motion
andfullymobilized
thresholds
areseparated
by
a factorof approximately
2. Theu. = w curve,wherew isthegrain
changein rri from fractionto fraction)are smallcomparedto settlingvelocity, providesa rough estimateof the onsetof substanthe overall variation of rri in Figure 8. The simpleobserva- tial suspensiontransport.
tion is that the fractional transportrates in Figure 7 crossthe
referencetransportline over a wide rangein •'0- A plot of
fractionaltransportrates scaledby the bulk distributionfi is transportregionexistsfor all sediments,includingthosefor
very similar to Figure 7, and essentially identical values of
which •'ciis the samefor all sizes.Partial transportwouldbe
rri are obtained.This suggeststhat the trend in rri is a basic evidentin the grainsizeof thetransportonlywhenrri varied
property of the BOMC sediment,rather than a resultpartic- with grain size.
ular to surface-basedtransport data.
For the purposesof comparison,the informationin Figure
of 1.4 for absolute values and a factor of 1.2 for the relative

Full Mobilization

9 is replotted in Figure 10 in the standard dimensionless
form
of the Shieldsdiagramfor incipient motion. The shearstress

is given as the Shieldsparameter r* = ro/([s-1]pgDi),

The threshold between partial transport and fully mobi- wheres is the ratio Ps/Pand plotted as a functionof thegrain
lized transportwas estimatedfor each grainsize as the shear Reynoldsnumber u.Di/•,.
stressat which the ratio P i/Fi becomesgreater than one.
Theseestimatesof the thresholdof fully mobilizedtransport
DISCUSSION
are shownin Figure 9, where they are plotted as a function
of grain size.Also shownin Figure9 are the rri estimates, Our experimentalobservationslead to particularconclusions that are either new or stand in contrast to some
the Shieldscurve for unisizesediments,and the curve u. =
w, where w is the settling velocity, which provides an
approximateestimate of the thresholdfor suspensiontransport.

The curvesin Figure 9 definefour transportregions.At r
• Tri, fractional transport rates are negligiblysmall. Be-

J

tween r•i and the fully mobilized threshold, the scaled
fractionaltransportrates are substantiallysmallerthan those

•

of smaller sizes, and at least some of the grains in the

fractionare essentiallyimmobile.For •- > Tri, thetransport
rates of all fractions are nearly equal, and we hypothesize
that essentiallyall the grainsin eachfractionare regularly

0.1

=

/

•

Complete
Mobilization

Shields
Curve

.o_

entrained.Finally, as •-approachesthe curve u. - w for a

particularsize, a substantialproportionof the transportwill

--4D----- Initial
Motion

/

•

O.Ol

,_

occur as suspension.

The region of partial transportin Figure 9 is relatively
constantin width. The fully mobilizedthresholdoccursover

therange1.8 • •-/•-ri< 2.4 witha meanvalueof r -- 2.1Tri.
This suggeststhe simpleapproximationthat a conditionof
partialtransportexistsover the rangeup to roughlytwicethe

o.ool
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Fig. 10. SameasFigure9, butplottedasa function
ofdimenshearstressfor incipientmotionfor eachfraction.Although
sionless
shearstress
(r* - ro/(S- 1)pgDi)against
thegrain
we havemadedirectobservations
of partialtransportin only Reynolds
number
R* - (*o/P)ø'SDi/•'
tofacilitate
comparison
with
one particularsediment,it is possiblethat a similarpartial other work.
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previous
concepts
aboutmixed-size
sediment
transport. lOOO
These
resultsmustbe evaluatedin termsof thoseaspects
of
Oak
Creek,
Winter
1971
ourexperiments
thatdifferfrompreviousones.Of potential
importance
arethegrainsizedistribution
ofthesediment
we

lOO

use,whichis more poorly sortedand coarserthan most
flume
sediments
(althoughnot naturalfluvialsediments)
and

ourparticularmethodsof observingand scalingthe fractionaltransport rates.
Themethodswe have used to determine the surface-!:,ased

transport
ratesare simpleand directmodifications
of commonlyused field methods. Our measurementof the bed
surface
textureis essentiallythe sameas the point count
methodmost commonly used to measure surface size distri-

butions
in the field [Wolman,1954;Kellerhalsand Bray,
!971;Churchet al., 1987].Our useof coloredgrainssimply
permits
suchcountsto be made accuratelyfrom photographs,
whereasin the field individualgrainsare commonly
pickedout of the bed and their size is directlymeasured.
Nonetheless,
the effortinvolvedin makingcoupledmeasurementsof the bed surfacetexture and transportis extreme
andcannotreasonably find wide application. Some of the
techniques
we foundnecessaryto collectthesedata,particularlycoloringall the grainsand drainingthe flumeimmediatelyafter samplingthe transport,cannotbe directlyreplicatedin the field. It is important, then, to distinguishthe
conclusions
that depend on using surface-basedfractional
transportrates from those that are evident when the transportis scaledby the bulk size distribution.

1

qbi/fi
(g/ms)

-

0.1

0.01

o.ool

o.oool
o.1

Ourconclusions
concerningthe existenceof partialtransportarenot dependenton the use of surface-based
transport
databecausepartial transportis evidentin plots of both
qbi/Fi andqbi/fi (Figure6). Our useof coloredgrainsdoes
uniquely
supportthe partialtransporthypothesis
because
we
caneasilytrack individual grains over a period of time to
determinethe proportion of each fi'action that remains

I

lO

lOO

Grain Size (mm)

Fig. 11. Fractionaltransportratesqbi as a functionof grain size
for the Oak Creek data. Here qt,i is scaledby the meanproportion
of each fraction

Partial Transport

\

in the bulk

sediment

bed. The 34 winter

1971

samples
for whichwater discharge
exceeds0.5 m3/shave been
collapsedto nine samplesby combiningsampleswith transport rates
falling within a factor of 1.5. Data from Milhous [1973]. The plot
format is equivalent to that of Figure 6. A decrease in fractional
transportrate with grain size is evident at the lower transport rates.
The rangein grain sizes over which this trend is observed decreases
with transport rate.

immobile.

conceptmakesthe fine-grainedtransport an uncoupledand
Thereis fairly broad evidencethat conditionsof partial unpredictablecomponentof a river's transport, whereasthe
transportare common in the field. This is the mechanism partial transportwe observe is an inherent part of the bed

invoked
to explainbed armoringunderconditions
of zero materialtransport and thus shouldbe as predictableas the
sediment
input, suchas downstreamof a reservoir.Partial bedloadat higherdischarges.A further problemis that wash
loadis typicallydefinedas sedimentthat is foundin negligi-

transportunder such conditions has been discussedby

ProartandSutherland[1983].Therearemanydescriptionsble proportionsin the bed sediment. Clearly, this is not the
of transport
in rivers where only a portionof the sizes casefor our experiments,in which all transportmust be
present in the bed sediment are in motion. Jackson and

derived from the sediment bed.

Partial transport is evident in two of the best available field
Beschta
[1982]measuredtransportof only sandand fine
gravel
at lowerdischarges
on FlynnCreek,Oregon,whereas data sets, those of Goodwin Creek, Mississippi[Kuhnle,
transport
at higherdischarges
involvedall of the fractions 1992], and Oak Creek, Oregon [Milhous, 1973]. In both

presentin the bed. Emmett [1976] observedthat the size

cases,a very large number of sampleswere taken and the

distribution
of transport
in theSnakeandClearwater
rivers entiretransportload of the streamwas captured,thereby
increased
withdischarge.
Leopold[1992]recently
summa- minimizingthesamplingproblemscreatedby the spatialand
rizedsimilarobservationson severalwesternU.S. rivers.

temporal variability of natural transport. Kuhnle [1992]

Fine-grained
transportovera coarserbedhaspreviously presents
a fractionaltransportplot equivalentto Figure6b
been
described
asa "washload"or "throughput"
phenom-whichshowsa consistentdecreasein qbi/fi with grainsize
enon[Milhous,1973],whereinthetransportis limitedby the anda consistent
increasein thegrainsizeseparating
whatwe
availability
of sedimentin the sizesthe flowis capableof term here the fully mobilizedand partialtransportzones.
moving,
ratherthanthe competence
of theflow.We agree The winter 1971Oak Creek fractionaltransportdata are
withthisonlyinpart.Thetransport
rateofthefinerfractionsgivenin Figure! 1 in the sameformatasFigure6b. In order

during
partial
transport
isclearly
limited
byavailability,
but to incorporate lower transport rates, we have added 12
theavailability
of thefinersizesis directlyrelatedto the samples
to the22 samplespreviouslyanalyzedby Parkeret

mobilityof all sizes in the sedimentbed. The wash load al. [ 1982b]. The additionalsamplesincludeall thosetaken
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fora discharge
greater
than0.5m3/s(19ft3/s)andfallonthe dependent
on the use of surface-based
transport
rates;
trend between total transport and shear stressfor the 22

essentially
thesamerri values
wouldbedetermined
using

qbi/fi in Figure 7. The variationof rri with grain sizewe
observewith the BOMC sedimentis consistentwith our
0.45m3/s(16ft3/s),hadverysmalltransport
rates,andshow observationsfor other bimodal sediments.The essential
considerable scatter as a result of a wide variety of factors empiricalobservationis that poorly sortedsediments
with
includingthe influenceof organicdebrisand bed consolida- two distinctmodesin the grain size distributionmayhavea
tion [Milhous, 1973]. We have collectedthe 34 samplesinto substantialamount of the finer materialsin motionovera
ninegroupsby combiningsamplesthat fall within a factorof rangeof flowsfor which the larger sizesare nearlyimmobile.
1.5 in transport rate.
The occurrenceof this rangein •'ri appearsto dependon
The data in Figure 11 are scaledby the bulk grain size both the separationin size in the modes(a two-part mixture
distribution of the bed sediment given by Parker et al. with modesseparatedby a factorof 3 did not showanysize

samplesanalyzedpreviously.The remaining32 samplesof

the winter 1971 data set were taken for dischargesless than

[1982b]. A decrease in transport rate with grain size is
clearly evidentin these data at lower transportrates. Also,
the grain size separatingthe equally mobile and partial
transport zones increaseswith T0. This increase is not
continuous,as suggestedby our surface-basedtransport

dependencein r•i [Wilcock, 1992])and the proportionin the

results, but showsdiscrete values at 0.89, 22.2, and 63.5 mm.

distributionbimodalityon r•i is given by Wilcock[1992,

modes(valuesof r•i for OakCreekfall withina narrowrange
of roughly25%;althoughthe bed sedimenthastwomodes,
the finer mode contains only slightly more sedimentthanthe
adjoining fractions). Further discussionof the effect of size

A more continuoustransition might be apparentif surface- 1993].
based transport data were available for Oak Creek (cf.
Figures 6a and 6b). The decreasein qbi/fi for the smaller
CONCLUSIONS
sizesat hightransportratesis presumablydue to undersamWe have made observationsof fractional transportratesof
plingof thesesizesbecausethey overpassedthe sampleslot
a sandygravel sedimentin a recirculatingflume. The workis
[Milhous, 1973].
novel in two respects. First, the sediment was dividedinto
14 size fractions, and all of each size fraction was painteda
Bed Load Thresholds
different color. This allows us to determine

We have defined two mixed-size

the bed surface

bed load thresholds for

grain size distribution from point counts of photographs.As
our experimentalsediment.A thresholdbetweenpartial and a result, we have developed, for the first time, a set of
fully mobilized transport has not, to our knowledge, been coupledobservationsof flow, fractional transportrates,and
defined before. The incipient motion threshold shows con- bed surfacesize distribution. The secondunusualaspectof
siderably more size dependencein •'ri than has been com- the work is that the sediment is much more poorly sorted
monly observedusing the samereference transport method. than most sedimentspreviously investigatedin the laboraComparisonof Figures6a and 6b suggeststhat a threshold tory, although it is representative of many natural fluvial
between fully and partially mobilized transport is more sandy gravels.
Our observationsspana seventeen-foldrange of bedshear
distinct when fractional transport rates are scaledby the bed
surfacegrain size distribution. Also, the surface-basedtrans- stress;the total transport rates span more than 5 ordersof
port data are more nearly equally mobile for sizesbelow this magnitude.Over this range, we observe that the fractional
threshold. Figure 9 suggeststhat partial transport existsover transportratescan be dividedinto two parts:oneconsisting
the range 1.0 < r/rri < 2.1. Comparisonof Figures6a and of finer sizesall moving at approximately the sametransport
and
6b suggeststhat this partial transport range may be difficult rate whenscaledby their proportionon the bed surface,
to detect without surface-basedtransport data. Nonetheless, the other consistingof coarser sizes with substantially
comparable results may be observed with other sediments. smallertransportrates. We proposethat the decreased
We observe both partial and fully mobilized transport in mobility of the coarser size fractions occurs be.cause
a
laboratory experiments with a mixed-size sedimentwith a proportionof the grainsin thesefractionsare rarely,if ever,
lognormal grain size distribution, a mean size of 1.83 mm, in motion.As a result, the transportrates of thesesizes
dependnotonlyon theirproportionon the bedsurface,
but
and a sortingof 1•b[Wilcock, 1992].Althoughthe rangeof
is only 20% for these data, the three coarsestfractions do not alsoon the numberof surfacegrainsof that fractionthatare
immobile.Thetransportratesof thefiner,equally
approach equal mobility until rlrri > 2.0. A two-part essentially
mixture with equal modesat 0.66 and 5.2 mm developsfully mobile,sizesaredetermined
onlyby theirproportion
onthe

mobilizedtransportof the coarsefractionsin the range2.1 <
•'/'t'ri< 2.6 [Wilcock, 1992].Both partial transportand fully

bed surfaceand the total transportrate. The grainsize
separating
thesetwo transportregimesincreases
consis-

mobilized transport are evident in the Oak Creek data

tenfly with flow strength.

(Figure ! 1). The entire rangeof T0representedin this figure
Thereference
shearstress
rri forincipient
motion
ofeach
falls within a factor of 1.75, and all fractionsappear to be size fractionshowsa consistentincreasewith grainsize.
fully mobile at r roughly 60% in excessof the smallestvalue Thisresultcontrasts
with that commonlyobservedformany
shown. Such an observationis consistentwith the sugges- mixed-sizesediments,althoughit is consistentwith our
tion that many gravel bed rivers adjustto a geometrysuch observations
of rri in otherpoorlysorted,
strongly
bimodal
that the ratio ro/rc rarely exceeds values in this range sediments.
[Parker, 1978].If this is the case,it is reasonable
to suppose Partial
transport
is evident
in ourtransport
datawhether
that a fiver is able to move all of the sediment found in its

bed within the range of flows that are encountered.
The observationthat rri increaseswith grain size is not

scaled
bythebedsurface
orbulkgrainsizedistribution.
Itis
alsoevident
in previously
published
labandfielddata.The
distinct
threshold
we observe
between
partially
andfully
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mobilized
transportand the nearlyequalmobilityof frac- tory at the University of Minnesota: Chris Paola, Gary Parker,
tions
finerthanthisthresholdare clearlyevidentonlywhen RebeccaSeal, andJohnSouthard.The paperwas improvedby the
perceptive comments of Mike Church, Marcelo Garcia, and an
surface-based
transportratesareused.Ourestimates
of ''ri anonymous reviewer.
donotdependon the use of surface-based
transportrates;
essentially
identicalrri are calculatedwhen the fractional
transport
ratesare scaledby thebulkmixturesizedistribuREFERENCES
tion.
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